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the regîon of con vergence being the sa.me as for the expansÎon of 
1: 1-x. 

For a test we may make the substition x = -1; we shall find 

1 
2 

0.5000 = 1-0.5785+0.1214-0.0436 +0.0065-0.0042+ ... 

=0.5016+ ... , 

bgfg(-l) = - 0.7854= - 0.5785 - 0.2133 -0.0323 + 

+ 0.0266 + 0.0195 + ..• = - 0.7820 +"" 

1 
V 2 = 0.7070 = 1 - 0.2892 + O.01S9 - 0.0164 - 0.0015 -

- 0.0022 + ... = 0.7096 + .... 

Phycics. - Prof. J. D. VAN DER WAALS on: "Tlte equatiOlr of 
state ancl Uw tlleo1"y of cljclic motion. ", Il. (Continued fl'om 
page 528). 

BefOl'e we are able to c,tlculctte the oquatioll for the equilibrium 
allel the entl'opy and the ~peeific heat of a ~ubstance with triatomic 
molecules, we, must first lmow the mode of motiOll. Ir the motion 
should be such, that thc fil'st atom is phteed exactly in the centl'C 
of gravity, and eonsequently only thc two other atoms move, sueh 
a molecule must be regarded as a diatomic one, alld the equation 
of the equilibrium will be again cqual to: 

(p + d~v + d~b) (b-bo) = Rl'. 

But the value l'epl'esented by bo will indude besidcs the space of 
the moving atoms, also the space occupied by the stational'y atom. 

If tho motion of thc tlm'c atoms rolativo to their centro of gmvity 
should be sueh th at tho distance of one of them quite detel'mines 
the place of the two others, as would be tho caso when they move 
along three lines, which enclose constant angles, and if thc case is 
therefore to be considercd as a vibrating system with one degl'ee of 
freedom, th en snch a molecule mU'lt be treated in Our consickratiOllS 
as a c1iatomic OIlt'. 
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Only if thê motion of two of the 
three atoms relative to each other is 
such, that it is independent of the 
motion of the third atom relative to 
the centrc of gravity of the two first· 
mentioned, the, molecule may be called 
a triatomic molecule also from our 
point of view, and we shall find a 
g!:eater specific beat and a modified 
equation of state. 

Let Z in the figure ue the centre 
of gravity of the molecule, and A, Band C indicate the instanta
neous position of the three atoms. If J) is the centre of gravity of 
A and B, then the points C, Zand D must of course lie on the 
same straight line. Let us take the distances DA = 1'11 DB = 1'2' 

CZ = 1'3 and DZ = 1'4' Let us now imagine the motion of the atoms 
to be such that A and B move along their connecting line, and that 
at the same time, but independent of this, C and D approach each 
other. '1'hell the vis viva of the first motion may be represpnted by : 

and that of the second motion by: 

Then A (v_b)2/a 82 addcd to the sum of thesc qual1titics rcpresents 
the w hole vis viva. 

From this we deduce for the cquation of the equilibrium: 

Let us caU the incrcasc of volume in ronsrqucncc of thc ('xistrnre 
of thc first motion : 

ana in conscqucncc of thc cxistence of thc serond 1l1otion: 

Thc way iu which in these expressions 1'1 ttIH.l 1'z dopellu on oach 
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other, is known, just as that of 1'3 and 1'4; 1'1 and 1'3 howevpl' must 
be considered to be independent of each other at any moment. Thc 
sum of bI-bol and bg-bOZ is the quantity which we may consider 
as the increase of volume of the molecule, and so: 

On account of thc independence of the two atomie motions, we 
get therefore two equations of the equilibrium: 

and 

the former applying to the directioll in the molecule which connects 
A and B, the latter for the direction which connects C and D. In 
other words, the molecule has two directions, according to which 
it can possess a different degree of compressibility . .A. form for the 
potential energy, which does not take these different properties in 
different directions into account, is therefore insuffirient. The ther
modynamic deduction of the equation of the equilibrium is therefore 
wrongly simplified hy assuming the quantity Pb, and we should act 
more in accordance with the difference in properties in the two 
directions by introducing two quantities Pbl and PbZ< By means of 
them we may write then: 

and 

If we calculate in the same way as is done for diatomic mole
cules on page 523, the value of dQ, we find for triatomie molecules, 
the atoms of which move in the way described : 

dQ = Lo d log [(V-b)~/3 Lo] + (Ll + Lg) d lorl [(bl-bolY~ (LI + .Lg)] + 
I 
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If 
LI + Lr;, _ 1 _ L3 + L4 

we put Lo -"3- Lo ' wc gut: 

and therefore fol' thc valuc of the specific heat at v = 00 : ~ 

If wc take for Pbl the farm: Pbl = tal (bl-bol)2 and in the same way 
for Pb2 the farm: Pb2 = t ar;, (b2-boz)2, we find, supposing 

al ~"nd a2 independent of thc temperaturo, from the equations of 
the equilibrium for whieh v = 00, so from -

and 

and cOllsequt'utly 
C 2 
2.= 1 +- = 1,2857. 
Cv 7 

Fol' carbonie acid vulues fol' this rclation arc givcn Val'yillg from 
1,274 to 1,3221). For N20 thc values val'y from 1,267 to 1,327. 
Fo!' S02 we find the values from 1,238 to 1,262. 

In this caleulation of the specific heat bath of diatomie and of 
triatomie molecules, we have taken Pb as independent of thc tem
peraturc, and on the supposition that Pb = t a (b - bo)2, we have 
found a contribution to Cv of the same amount, as if there we re in 
each case one c1egree of freedom marc fol' the atomie motion than 
wc assumed. If wc had taken a as depeniling on the tempcrature, 
we should have found anothcr amount for this eontribution to C, 
which wc may l'cgard as a kind of potelltial encl'gy. Spoeially if we 

1) See O. E. :M:EYER: Die kinetische Theorie der Gase. 1877 pag. 91. 
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put ct as proportional to the temperature, this contl'ibution to Cv is 
equal to zero, as is evident without fluther calculation, if we put 
for the equation of tho equilihrium at v = 00 : 

1f we want to make the calculaied value of Cv agree with the 
above mentioned, we have to assume every time Olle degree ot 
freedom more for the atomie motion, than we put above. For the 
diatomic molecules we have then to assume besides the radial motion 
a motion normal to the radius vector. For the triatomie molecules we 
have then to assume besides the motions already assumed, still other 
motions, e.g. su eh a one that the line which conneets A and B, 
leaves the plane of the figure, and that the line which conneets 
C and D rotates in the plane of the figure. 

Accordingly on the supposition that ct is proportional to 1.', we 
find the potential energy of the molecule (i., e. the amount with 
which the total energy exceeds the vis viva) equal to zero, as 
appears from: 

8 = F (1.') + P _ 1.' (dPv
) + p _ ']' (dPb) 

V d']' v b d'l' b' 
, 

For then ']' (~~~ ) b is al wa ys eq ual ,to Pb' 

But it was not chiefly the calculation of the specific heat of thc 
complex molecules, which induced me to this investigation. And. 
though I am of opinion that its true knowledge is urgently required 
for getting an insig'ht into the way in which atoms are grouped in 
thc molecule and move relatively to each otller, and though I think 
that through its value we shall of ten be able to take a decision, 
when otller methods for the determination of the forl11ula for the 
structure of the molecule fail, th ere is as yet still too little 
experimental l11aterial at hand to test different ideas which might 

suggest themsel ves. 'fhe prevailillg opinion, th at ~ must de

cre!lSo with the number of atoms, may be true in general, still thero 

are l'emarkable exceptions. 80 the value of ~' fur NH3 found ex

peril11entally is not in accol'dance with what we should. expect for 
a tet~(atomic moleeulé. It points more to a molecule in which not 
four, but 0111y three atOI11S move with respect to the' centre of 
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gravity. This leads to the iJea tlmt the atom N is pluccd in thc 
centre of gravity of the three atoms Il aud does not take part in 
the atomie motion. 

But let us now return to what I con&iJer as thc principal part 
of this invcstjgarion, viz. the two equations of equilibrium:_ 

and 

There ure two CU8CS in whieh we might l:>uu8titute oue Biugle 
equation of state for these two equatious. 

. dPbl . dPb2 
1 st lf - could be taken as very great wIth respect to --, 

~ ~ 
or rather if we aSSUllle Pbl = t al (b1-001 )2 aud Pb2 = ! a2 (02-b02)2 

al as bcing very great with respect to a2• In this case bI-bOl is 
IillllaU with respect to 02-b02 _and b},-b02 may be equated to b-bo' 
'The equation of state becomes then: 

just us for a diatol11ic molecule. 
2nd if al = a2' Then is bI-OOI = b2-o02 .= ~ (o-bo), and we get: 

For the suppositions as to the value of a1 and a2 which lie 
between these two limiting cases, there remain two separate equa
tions, but as an approximation it may be admissiblc to put in all 
cases: 

if J has a value betwcen 1 auel 2. 
For carbonic acid I had expected f to be little different ft'om 2-

and with this value fOl' f 1 h~Lve tested this equfttion of state of b 
to the series of values 1'01' this quantity whieh occm in thc Chapter 
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"Experiments of ANDHEWS" in the first part of Continuity etc., in 
order to see wh ether tIle observed variability of b might be explained 
in this way. For the calculation of this series of values for b I 

dPv a 
had assumed, that - is equal to 2' for a I had put the value of 

dv v 

0.00874. It has afterwards been doubted whether the molecular 
pressure is expressed perfectly accumtely by this simple value. 
Nevertheless this form has always seemed the only rational one to 
me, and thc accuracy, with which by means of this form the coeffi.
cient of compressibility ean be ealculated, as I have shown in the 
paper, which has been inserted in the volume of the Archives 
N éerlandaises dedicated to Prof. LORENTZ 1), has confirmed this 
opmlOn. 

It is not to be expected that I should have hit upon the e~act 
value of a, and in fact there is reason to assume, that a must be 
about 3 percent lower, as will be shown presently. From this 
follows that the series of values for b is not perfectly accurate either. 

l::.a (v-h)2 .. 
But a~ l::.ö = RT v2 ,the error lD b, WhlCh at v = 00 equal to 

~;,' will continually become smaller with decreasing volume, and 

become zero for the limiting volume; and as the value of b, as will 
appeal' prescntly, also decreases from a certain limiting value at 
v = 00 to zero, it will have decreased approximately in the same pro
portion. Consequently the series of the given value may serve as a test 
for the given equation. The constants oecurring in the equation will, 
however, get a value somewhat different from what they would have 
if they were derived from a perfectly correct series of values for b. 

It is obvious that whatever formula we may take for the mole
cular pressure, we sha11 find a certain course in the value b, of sueh 
a nature that if we on the other hand presume this series of values 
of b, we can trace back every particular of the course of the pres
sure curve. It is on1y the question whether the courHe of the values 
found for b is sueh as we have a priori cause to expect. Now the 
series of values of b first fulfils the condition that for large volumes 
b does not sensib1y differ and 8eems constant. Not before we get 
volumes of the order of b (formerly I had thought volumes of 2 b), 

1) Dr. G. BAKKER illfor~lIs me, that he mude slleh 11 calcullltioll of the coefficicnt 
ol complessibility alread.v L4 years ago. It a}Jpeared frolll some pages of a M.S. 
seut to me thut he hml calcullltl:'d ~ for ether ut 25° us e<plul to 0,000179. 

39 
Proceediugs Royal Aoad. Amsterdam. Vol. lIl. 
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does this valuo deel'oaso sensibly. Anel it scemod then to me a- stl'ong 
proof of the accuracy of thc values chosen for the molecular pres
sure, that this rondition was fulfilled in the values found for b. rrhe 
proof becomes much stronger if wc can show tha,t the values found 
for b quite answer to a before calculated formula for this value. 
The ellc1eavoul's for findillg such a formuln. for b, made by Bor"TZIlfANN, 
JAGER, VAN LAAR, myself and several other investigators, have 
as yet always been baRed on the snpposition, that the molecules 
are rigid bodies of a spherical shape. 'The endeavours have 
failed. Not only do they require hopelessly elaborate calculations, 
but I haye had to convince myself that the ralculated values of the 
roefficients found for such an equation cannot be in accord~nce with 
the observations. Now that I have found that for complex molecule~ 
of whatever shapC' , we find the same form for the equation of state 
of the substance as for a substance composed of simple molecules, 1 
have thought that I mig'ht give up the rigidity and thc sphel'lcal form 
of the molecules, and I have wishcd to try whether the compress
ibility of the molerules might be able to explain thc decrease of b 
with the decrease of the volume. In the foHowing pages I shaH 
communicate the result, obtained in that investigation. Whether we 
have quito to reject the correctness of the considerations, on which 
the earlier attemps at the calculation of the variability of bare 
based, I shaH not make bold to decide. I have only tried whether 
the equatioll: 

represcntt:l thc value of b found at every value of v. 
This formula gives ft value of b whieh changes cxcceding'ly little, 

if the value of v is grcat, allel which clccreases strollgly for smaIl 
"alucs of v, 

Let us begin with llloelifyillg the equation somewhat. Let us viz. 
intl'oduce thc limiting vftlue of b fol' v = 00, Let us reprcsent it 
hy bg• It is calculated from: 

If
' a ,B'l' 

wc wntc for p + --:;- its value VIZ. --, wc get: 
v~ v-u 
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Let Ul:> take the beries of values of v and b for t = 35°.5 and for 
t = 32°.5, wbich tempC'l'atures diffel' so little that the same values 
may be assigned to the constants, alld let us put bg=0.0026. Then 
two more COJlstants occul' in the equation, viz. f and bo. For both 
we have some indication as to their value. Fol' f we might take 2, 
n,nd fol' ba (the smallest possible value which b can assume) I had 

thought that I might conclude to a value of ~ bg accol'ding to the 

earlier viow of the cause of the val'iahility. As f is much casier to 
calculate thun bal which can only be found by sol ving an equation 
of the third degree, I took for ba tbe va]ue 0.00065. For the value 
of f we find then, beginning with the smallest volume: 

f= 2.114, f= 2.08, f= 2.175, f= 2.14 etc. 

Thon I increased bo a little, viz. so much that it became 
1 

0.0007 = 37 bg, and tben we fiml with f= 2 : , 
calculated found 

b = 0,001798 v = 0,002622 0,002629 

b = 0,00184 v = 0,002731 0,00275 

b = 0,00195 v = 0,003050 0,003026 

b = 0,0020 v = 0,003213 0,00321 

For the great values of v, b draws so near to the limiting values, 
that here the list of values of b, which increase and deCl'ease 
irregularly, are of na importance. 

Only the value of v whioh is given fol' b= 0,00234 does not 
agree, but it would perfectly agl'ee if we might put b = 0,002295. 

As I observed above, if the oourse of the value of bis represented 
perfeotly correctly by the equation, the isothermal calculated by the 
aid of it will have to possess all the peculiarities of the isotherm al 

determined experimentally. 80 the value of v, for which dp and d
2
p 

dv dv2 

are equal to zero, will have to coincide with the critical volume 

anel in the same way the value of ~'1~1~ will havo to possess for 
k 

that volume tho value which the experiment has detormined fol' it. 
39* 
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Now if b is kept cOllst,mt, tho cquation of btato has shown such 
large differel1Ces bet ween tho calculatou and the experimental values 

of Vk and ~~~:' that it is advisablo to examine whethor the val'ia

bility of b according to the given formul,t ca.n annihilate theóe 
differenceR, ~ 

J 

For the determination of thc critical point wc ha.vo now the 
following equa,tiolls: 

a R1' 
p+-=-, vS! v-b 

. . . . . . . • • (1) 

2a Rl' ( db) 
vd = (v-bY 1 - do 

. , (2) 

2(1- db) 
d2b 

3 dvS! \ dil +- db v v-b 
1--

dv 

. • • (3) 

The last of those equations, in which neither p nor T occurs, 
will have to serve as a uetermination of vl., anu that in connection with: 

Let U5 write (3) in the form: 

d2b 

3 (v-b) db v-b dv2 

2 v = 1 - dv + -2- db'" • (5) 
I--

do 

For the dotm'mma,tion of tho critical volume we have thereforo to 
db 

cho08e 8urh Ho value for v, th at the values for b, -
dv 

accOJding to (4) belong to it, satisfy (5), 
From (4) we find: 

db 1 

do - 1 + 2 I (_v-~)2 + (_V-_lJ )2/\ 
I b-bo bg-bO 

12b 
and ~, which 

do 

• , . • (6) 
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and 

Such a value for v patisfying (5) can only be found by repeated 

approximation. FQl' this it is useful to gct to know the course of b, db 
dv 

d2b 

v-b dv2 

and 
2 1 ~db 

dv 
With Jegard to b we point out that at v = 00 the value of b 

approaches bg asymptotically, that b decreases continually with vand 
that v and b assume at the same time the value bo' 

So if we take two axea, a v axis and a b axis, and if we dr3w 
the point Po, for which 'IJ = bo and b = bo, then the line representing 
b, "ill ascE'nd trom the point Po' 'J he initial direction in Po is 

. db f. db 2 
mdlCated by - = -- or m our case by - = - . The value of 

dv 1 + j do 3 

db . I 
- IS at v = 00 rqua to zero, but may become considerable if 'IJ is 
dv 

very smaH, 

ti ve, but in 

and increase to ZJs. This value of d
2
b is always noga

do2 

the equation (G) this qmmtity does not occur scparately; it 
d2b 

] . I I, • • v-b do2 

occnrs lOwevcr, lil tIe C'omumatIOn T db It appcars from (7) 
I--

do 
db 

that this expression is negative, anel of the order of -. The factor, 
dIJ 

with which ~b is to be multiplicd in order to get this complox, is 
dIJ 

cqual to 1, if 'IJ = 00, alld clescends to zero with diminishing volume. 

I t was necessal'y that db is never greater than 1. For if db is lar-
I dv dv 

gel' than 1, dp is llocessarily llegative, and then we should get unstable 
dv 
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phases îór very smaH values of v, which is quite opposed to the expe
riment. With the coefficients found in the earlier attempts at explaiI).ing 
tbe variability of b, 1 repeatedly met such unstable pha~es. 

It is obvious that a value for v, satisfying (5) can be found, and 
probably but a single value, if we pay attention to the- fact that tbc 

first membel' varies regularly between the values ~ and 0, aud the 
2 -

second member between 1 and lis. 
But wheu determiuiug the value of t· which satisfies (5), we meet 

with the difficulty, that we must be able to calculate not only b, 
db d2b 

but also - and -2 perfectly fron'I the equatious given fol' them, 
dv dv 

while a slight change in the value of f and bo might cause a very 
great change in the value of these quantities which i~ to be calculated. 
Sa the equation (5) is not perfectly sat!sfied, if we _ take t' equal to 
the observed critical volume. With b=216, ~ we calculate v=0,004082, 

db 
and we find the value of - equal to 0,16 à 0,17 and for the-relation 

dv 

d2b 

v-b du'IJ 
aud 

2 1- db 
dv 

db the value 0.71. N ow (5) mayalso be written: 
dv 

3b 
• . . . • (8) 

~l 
1- db 

dv 

, ldb v-b 1+2 ---
dv 2 

and calculated with this we do not get back v = 0,004082; but 
v = 0,00411. With b = 0,00223, we fiml v = 0,004406, so the 

d2b 
db v-b 

assumed critical volume, then - = 0,132 aud ---
du 2 

du'}, 
db has a 

1--av 
vàlue very near 0,1. Then we fiud from (8) v = 0,000457, sa ft 

greater difference between the two values calculated in different 
ways. But the cause of this may be that the given equation for 
the determination of b is drawn up to represent the series' of 
values which I have calculated for tlwm by aid of a not quito 
accurate value of a. Anel moreover it appears sufficiently from thc 
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deduction of the formuIa for' Ti that it can onIy be IUeant as art 
approximation. 

If we put in future for db as it is in the critical point a, and (1 
dv 

v-b 
for -

~ 

d2b 

dv'}, 
then: 

db' 
1--

dv 

vk = 1 + ::! (a + (1) 

l 8 a (1 - a - /J)2 n + 2 (a + (1)] 
R'l k = - -------------

27 bk 1 - a 

la[ J2[1-a-(1 ] pk = - - 1 + 2 (a + (1) 4, . - 3 
27 bk2 1 - a 

If Ix and (1 are equal to 0, then we finel the known vaIues which 
have been~ calcuIated on the supposition of constant vaIue of b. 

Let us take a = 0,138 and (1 = 0,1, which in the proximity of 
the critical point of carbonic acid jij not exaggerateel. From the 

series of values of b a value for db = ~ is even calculated, if v is 
dv 5 

hetween 0,00496 anel 0,00321. 
Then we find a very great eliffercnce in the critical volume, anel 

t.he factor bl,; descends even to 2,03 - to which must be ael(led that 
blo is smaller than b.g and may be put at about 0,86 bg. . 

But RTl,; anel pl,; are comparatively littlo' influenceu by this value 

of ct anel (1. Tho factor with which ~ ~ is to be multiplied, dcscends 
27 bk 

hy it only from 1 to 1 - ] ~O. Anel the factor, with which ~~ ~2 

is to bo ri1UltipÜecl in orel,cr to find 1Jl,;, rises from 1 to :. Therefore 

tho value of 'fk Vlç will be smaller th:m is found on the supposition of 
RTk 

Constant band that approximately in the same proportion, as is tho 
case rith t'k, whic~ is in perfect accordanco wit.h the experiment. 

For thc ,:,aluo of (~;,) k we fint! tho cxpression: 
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( 
pv ) 3 1 9 1 - ct 

RT Tc "2 1 - ce - /1 - 8" (l - ct _ (3)2 ' 

which leads to the wellknown value 3jg, if ce anu (1 are 0 and 
1 v 

deseends to -4 with the given value tlf ce and (3. From thc de ter-
3, 

minations of VERSCH.AFFELT wc derive fol' this ~alue _1_. 
~ 3,56 

(To be contimted.) 

Physiology. - Dr. J. BRAND: "Researches on the secretion ({nel 
composition of bile in living men". (Communicated by Prof. 
B. J. STOKVIS.) 

Nine cases of cholecystotomy, performed in tbe snrgical wards of 
the Binnen-Gasthuis at Amsterdam in tlJe years 1896-1899, afforded 
tbe occasion, to examine in the I first place tbe rapidity of the flow 
of human bile. The secretion is ft continuous one, sinking during 
the night, and showing its minimum in the eal'ly houI's of thc morn
ing. Aftel' awakening' tbe flow is rising' genel'ally fastly and attains 
a maximum a few hours aftel' midday. In the evening the flow of 
bi Ie presents a second maximum, wbich is much smaller than tbc 
first. These maxima probably nepend on the taking of meals. _ Tbc 
quantity of bile produced in 24 hour8 may be as great as 1100 cc 
(so that it comes 11ear the quantity of urine produced iu the same time), 
the smallest quantity found was 500 cc. There WllS no difference 
in the concentration of the bile at different times of the day. 'rhe 
quantity of the pl'oduced hile is ,"ery litHe influenced hy the body
weight; it is chiefly depending on metabolism, which is exactly mea
sUl'ed by the quantity of the essential substances of the bile. The 
amount of solid matterö in freely along the bile-ducts flowing- human 
bile (bile of the liver) attains 1.41 pCt. ; in bile, stored up in the gall
bladder, it can be as high as 20 pCt. The colour of hunwn bile is a 
bright golden ycllow one, and the amount of the colouring matter: 
the bilirubin is rather low: 0.06 pCt. IIurnall bilCl contains besincs 
bilirubine urohilinogen or properly speaking redllCed urobiline in mther 
large quantitics as a constant compound, and probably also vel'y 
small qllantities of haemato-porphyrinc, whirh is almost nevel' absent 


